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'I have seen all places but
none are comparable to you’
Guru Arjan

Golden Temple
Amritsar

• the Sikhs’ most sacred shrine and the epicentre
of the 21-million-strong global community
• a world famous icon regarded as one of the
‘World’s Top 10 Most Beautiful Buildings’1
• an international brand used in advertising by India
Tourism, Qatar Airways, Tickets to India and others
…yet it has never before been the subject
of a world-class exhibition
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  Yahoo Travel Survey 2011 (http://travel.yahoo.com/p-interests-38095356)

Organisers
UKPHA

The UK Punjab Heritage Association is the leading
Sikh and Punjabi heritage organisation in the UK
run on a voluntary basis by professionals who
are passionate about their cultural heritage.
Our dedicated team has over 100 man-years of research
behind them. We have a track record comprising
books, exhibitions, lecture series and websites
produced with a range of high-profile partners.
Ours is a scholarly yet accessible approach combined with
cutting-edge in-house design and marketing capabilities.
UKPHA’s not-for-profit publishing wing, Kashi House,

was established as a social enterprise with a mission to
publish ‘illuminating books that illuminate minds’.

Venue

The Brunei Gallery
As part of the School of Oriental & African
Studies, the Gallery is dedicated to showcasing
Asian and African art, cultures and heritage:
• internationally recognised exhibition venue
that consistently attracts thousands of
visitors from the UK and abroad
• hosts up to 10 special exhibitions per
year – currently holding its 100th
• part of London’s ‘The Museum Mile’ – a connected tour
of the city’s most extraordinary museums & galleries
In partnership with ukpha, it is now poised to host
its very first Sikh exhibition.

Golden Temple
Golden Era

‘The Golden Temple of Amritsar’ exhibition
promises to be a cutting-edge, world-class show
that will leave an estimated 20,000 visitors with a
lasting appreciation for Sikh cultural heritage.
Visitors to the exhibition will learn about the
Golden Temple’s history and devotees, and be able
to experience its awe-inspiring beauty and artistry
in a way that has never been presented before.
34.

The exhibition will also celebrate a bygone era when
the Sikh nation was amongst the most powerful in
Asia, and its arts and culture were at their height.

Journey

Discovery
The journey to understanding the Golden Temple
begins over a thousand years ago, it having been
built on a site where the Buddha once meditated. By
the middle of the 19th century, at the height of Sikh
power and prosperity, it was the beating heart of
Amritsar, a fortified city of more than 100,000 souls.
The exhibition will tell this story by offering insights into
the lives of the Gurus, followed by the saga of the Sikhs’
titanic struggle for survival against the greatest empires
of the times, which saw their premier place of devotion
destroyed and rebuilt on more than one occasion.
This period of persecution paved the way to the
establishment of the Sikh empires. The most powerful
king to emerge was Maharaja Ranjit Singh - as a
humble devotee, he became the shrine’s foremost
patron, helping to establish it as a renowned
centre of spirituality, learning and culture.

The exhibition will also highlight a long-forgotten aspect
of Sikh culture that was once intimately connected
with the Golden Temple: the ‘bunga’ system of classical
learning. Under the patronage of the Sikh nobility,
these palatial rest houses produced some of the finest
thinkers, writers and artists in Sikh history. Despite still
being praised as part of Sikh daily prayers, nearly all the
bungas were pulled down in the early 20th century,
bringing to an end centuries of traditional education.

Rich

Tapestry
The story of the Golden Temple will be illustrated with
breathtaking content comprising a stunning mix of
original artefacts, photographs and paintings, all of
which will be brought to life with specially commissioned
audio recordings of contemporary eyewitness accounts
describing in vivid detail the Sikhs’ ‘Vatican City’.

• historic artefacts including:
a silver rupee struck by Banda Bahadur in 1710
a beautifully illustrated biography of Guru
Nanak dating from the Sikh Misl period
the earliest known painting of the Golden Temple

highlights include
• a large-scale model of the Golden Temple complex
as it once was

the only contemporary painting of Maharaja
Ranjit Singh with General Hari Singh Nalwa

• an innovative three-dimensional film exploring the
development of the city of Amritsar over the centuries

a hand-written receipt marking the confiscation
of the Koh-i-noor diamond by the British

• beautifully preserved and incredibly rare archive
film footage showing the shrine and its devotees
recorded during the heydays of the British Raj

Maharani Jindan’s earrings

Learning &
Yearning

To open up this rich cultural heritage to a wider
audience, we plan to hold an extensive programme
of events and lectures for all age ranges.
highlights include
• five weekend talks given by experts in the fields of
art, architecture, music, weaponry and history
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• gallery tours
• a kids’ corner with interactive displays and activities
A lavishly illustrated book will be published by
Kashi House to accompany the exhibition, including
nearly 500 stunning early images and fascinating
extracts from over 70 eyewitness accounts.
The exhibition is expected to tour internationally.

Track Record
1999 - 2011

“I have greatly enjoyed working with the UK
Punjab Heritage Association since 1999. They are
extremely professional in everything they do, and
combine a high level of specialist expertise with
an ability to present it in a very accessible way.”
Susan Stronge, curator of ‘The Arts of the Sikh
Kingdoms’ exhibition, Victoria & Albert Museum

‘The Arts of the Sikh Kingdoms’
(major showcase of Sikh arts)
—
1999 • Exhibition • Consultants
—
Victoria & Albert Museum • UKPHA

‘Warrior Saints: Three Centuries
of the Sikh Military Tradition’
—
1999 • Book • Authors
—
I.B. Tauris • UKPHA • The Sikh Foundation

‘The Sikhs’
(major TV and radio programme)
—
1999 • Documentary • Contributors
—
BBC2 • BBC World Service • UKPHA

‘Portraits of Courage’
(tales of Sikh military bravery)
—
2000 • Lecture Series • Advisors
—
Imperial War Museum • Maharaja
Duleep Singh Centenary Trust • UKPHA

‘Sikh Arts & Heritage’ Series
(7 talks at the V&A by experts)
—
2001 • Lectures • Organisers
—
Victoria & Albert Museum • UKPHA

‘Sikh Arts & Heritage’ Series
(8 talks at the V&A by experts)
—
2002 • Lectures • Organisers
—
Victoria & Albert Museum • UKPHA

‘Sikh Arts & Heritage’ Series
(28 talks in regional venues)
—
2003 • Lectures • Organisers
—
National Media Museum • Redbridge
Museum • Leicester City Museums
• Paul Robeson Theatre • UKPHA
• Heritage Lottery Fund

‘From Jawans to Generals’
(Sikh contributions to war effort)
—
2003 • Exhibition • Curators
—
English Heritage • Maharaja Duleep
Singh Centenary Trust • UKPHA

‘Sicques, Tigers, or Thieves’
(eyewitness accounts of Sikhs)
—
2004 • Book • Authors
—
Palgrave Macmillan • UKPHA

‘Punjab History Timeline’
(key events over 2,000 years)
—
2004 • Website • Creators
—
UKPHA

“[The ‘Punjabis in the Press’ Newspaper Archive]
explores a fascinating relationship that has
touched and shaped the lives of millions”
Boris Johnson, Mayor of London

‘Punjabis in the press’
(Victorian era news articles)
—
2005 • Website • Creators
—
UKPHA

“Beautiful books and websites, unsurpassed knowledge
and enthusiasm for the subject matter, unearthing
wonderful, never-before-seen material, there is frankly
no one else quite like the team behind ukpha and
Kashi House—and as such, they offer a pioneering
model for others to follow where they lead.”
Kuljinder Singh Executive Producer, BBC Radio

‘Punjab Heritage News’
(daily digest of heritage news)
—
2006 • Website • Creators
—
UKPHA

‘Who Do You Think You Are’
(Meera Syal’s Punjabi roots)
—
2007 • Documentary • Consultants
—
BBC1 • UKPHA

‘Masterpieces of the East:
The Golden Throne’
—
2007 • Documentary • Consultants
—
Victoria & Albert Museum • BBC4 • UKPHA

‘Arts in Asia 1500-1900’
(Sikh art & heritage lectures)
—
2007 • Arts Course • Contributors
—
Victoria & Albert Museum • UKPHA

“[‘In the Master’s Presence’] is a beautiful production...a
precious collector’s item which I will treasure.”
Khushwant Singh, author and journalist

‘In the Master’s Presence: The
Sikhs of Hazoor Sahib’ (vol. 1)
—
2008 • Book • Publisher
—
Kashi House

‘Maharajas: The Splendour
of India’s Royal Courts’
—
2009 • Exhibition • Consultants
—
Victoria & Albert Museum • UKPHA

‘Weapon Masters:
The Deadly Sikh Quoit’
—
2008 • Documentary • Consultants
—
Discovery Knowledge • Kashi House

‘Arts in Asia 1500-1900’
(Sikh art & heritage lectures)
—
2008 • Arts Course • Contributors
—
Victoria & Albert Museum • UKPHA

“We are in the presence not only of the Master
but of world class scholarship and research”
Christy Campbell, author and journalist,
on ‘In the Master’s Presence’

‘Empire & Faith, Kinship & War’
(Anglo-Sikh relations)
—
2007 • Exhibition • Curators
—
Spinning Wheel Film Festival • UKPHA

‘The Punjab: Moving Journeys’
(touring show of photos and maps)
—
2008 • Exhibition • Contributors
—
Royal Geographical Society • UKPHA

“The Asahi Shimbun Display on a Sikh fortress
turban, including its careful reconstruction with new
fabric, was made possible through expert guidance
from ukpha, to whom we are very grateful.”
Paramdip Khera, curator, British Museum

‘Ancient Discoveries: Twisted
Weapons of the East’
—
2009 • Documentary • Consultants
—
The History Channel • Kashi House

‘The Golden Temple of Amritsar:
reflections of the Past (1808-1959)’
—
2011 • Book • Publisher
—
Kashi House

‘Pahelwani: The Traditional
Wrestling of Punjab’
—
2010 • Exhibition • Curators
—
Asian Health Heritage • Heritage
Lottery Fund • UKPHA

‘Punjabi Manuscripts’
(held by UK public collections)
—
2009 • Website • Creators
—
British Library • Wellcome Trust • RAS
• SOAS • Cambridge University Library
• Edinburgh University Library • John
Rylands University Library • Trinity
College • Heritage Lottery Fund • UKPHA

‘Arts in Asia 1500-1900’
(Sikh art & heritage lectures)
—
2009 • Arts Course • Contributors
—
Victoria & Albert Museum • UKPHA

‘Akali-Nihang Sikh Turban’
(on show February–April 2011)
—
2011 • Exhibition • Consultants
—
British Museum • UKPHA

‘Punjab Travel’
(detailed trails and guides)
—
2011 • Website • Creators
—
UKPHA

“Once again [Kashi House] have
produced a feast of a book”
Professor Eleanor Nesbitt, University of
Warwick, on ‘The Golden Temple of Amritsar:
Reflections of the Past (1808-1959)’

contact
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